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AUTHORITIES GEAR TACTICAL BELT 3.0





Unique structure allows for
the use of the belt:
As Duty Belt together with
the belt attachments
As Battle Belt together with
the PALS/MOLLE
attachments
As Combination where belt
and PALS/MOLLE
attachments can be freely
swapped between different
places on the belt

Continuous product development according to the needs of police
and military users has given our belt a unique range of features and
usability that meet and exceed the all requirement.
The last and newest generation of AUTHORITIES GEAR TACTICAL
EQUIPMENT BELT 3.0 is now available. In the Authorities
equipment belt, the best properties of 3D and anti-slip friction
surfaces materials have been successfully combined.
Tactical belt 3.0 introduces new and improved attachment system on
our famous Tactical belt 2.0. While 2.0 remains one of the most
advantage belt platform to be used as duty belt or battle belt.
Trusted and battle tested properties of previous model has been
preserved. In addition, the 3.0 upgrade offers unique construction for
those who want to simultaneously use holders with MOLLE/PALS
attachment and holsters with belt attachment. New enhanced laser
cuts also have added perforations to secure every holster/
holder/pouch to belt with cable ties.
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